validated in Spanish adolescents 7 . Hence, the ''IPAQ and PAQ families'' are two plausible opportunities for validation studies in Spanish population. However, these questionnaires may be too long to be included in epidemiological surveys where physical activity is just one more lifestyle marker. Thus, single-item questions (e.g. How many days do you do physical activity for 60 min or more?) may also be a feasible option in many research designs 8,9 . In spite of the fact that physical activity questionnaires are widely used, objective instruments, such as accelerometers, pedometers and heart rate monitors, may assess accurately physical activity in Spanish population, and should not be forgotten in health-related research since these tools do not differentiate among cultures and languages. Objective measures of physical activity are considered as an acceptable criterion to validate questionnaires, but more efforts must be performed to use these methods in large sample populations from Spain.
